
Scott Westerfel’s Leviathan a YA book published in 2009 of the new steampunk genre. A 

Steampunk novel is a strange mixture of Victorian times with mechanical inventions in this case 

bio-society countries are at war with mechanical countries. 

 Imagine if you can for a moment all of Victorian Europe perched on the precipice of war. 

Add to this heady World War 1 stage the division of Darwinists versus Clankers…Don’t know 

what Clankers and Darwinists are? Clankers are the European countries who have developed 

advanced machinery like huge land-walkers called Stormwalkers and Dreadnoughts, like huge 

tanks with long legs. For example a stormwalker looks like those tall mechanical contraptions in 

Star Wars, a small 4 man crew operates one, while a Dreadnought is considerably larger like a 

walking aircraft carrier for a mounted cavalry. Some have eight legs others six while most are 

armed with some sort of machine gun or cannon. 

 Darwinists on the other hand are the European countries that have bioengineered great 

beasts of burden like fearsome wolf hybrids that pull vehicles. Flying whales like zeppelins full 

of hydrogen! Imagine floating up hundreds of feet into the sky under a temperamental jellyfish 

full of a combustible gas…with a storm on the horizon! That’s one of the first things that 

happens to the character Deryn, find out if she survives the storm long enough to keep her secret 

from her superiors while following the journey of His Serene Highness Prince Aleksander as he 

makes his escape toward a neutral zone after the murder of his parents in Serbia. 

 This is an adventure story that I think many teens boys and girls would enjoy reading 

from the first pages it is clear that Westerfeld has created a whole new world at the heart of the 

historical events stemming from the assassination of the Archduke Franz Ferdinand and his wife 

the princess Sophie during their visit to Serbia. Each creature and creation is incredible but 



described in such a way as to make their use and existence tangible on this historical fiction 

canvas. 

 This fast paces work is simple enough that young teens (School Library Journal 

suggested grade 7 and up but I also think anyone younger—5
th

 grade and up—who is willing and 

able to read this would enjoy it) could read it and interesting enough conceptually that even older 

teens could appreciate the intricacy of Westerfeld’s craft. The combination of politics and history 

could be seen as a clarification of the domino effect of alliance for those perhaps confused, while 

the fictional elements the dueling and survival stories of our main characters make for 

compelling reading. 

 This was an interesting book I would suggest other modern YA adventures like Garth 

Nix’s Keys to the Kingdom series for readers who enjoyed Leviathan as well as the sequel to this 

book called Behemoth.  Other Steampunk works include Catherine Fishers’ Incarceron and 

Sapphique. Other works that might also appeal to a YA reader include: Maze Runner, Hunger 

Games, City of Bones, or one of James Dashners’ works from The 13
th

 Reality. 

  

 


